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Longwood or Bongwood?
A Look At Longwood's Drug Culture
"It takes a clear mind to make it."
Editor's Note:
The following Is an article
completed one year ago by Jodl
Kersey who was previous editor
of The Rotunda. She Is currently
employed by The Richmond
Times-Dispatch
as
an
advertising layout assistant.

"Does it take a clear mind to take
it or a clear mind not to take it? —
It takes a clear mind to make it."
Jackson Browne
When he graduated in May, he
completed his tenure as a
successful drug dealer on the
Longwood campus. Not one
single mishap. This average
sized all-American male picked
up his degree and left Longwood
having done what all the other
students have to, to graduate —
almost. "We are talking covert."
was his first word concerning his
daily activity. Sitting in his dorm
room in Jeans, blue striped oxford
and preppy glasses, one out of
about 20 Longwood candymen
described his routine as a
campus drug dealer.
Our generation may appear
more conservative when viewing
our college campus. The surge of
interest in conservative preppy
clothes and success oriented
students may cause one to feel
that today's students are less
likely to buck conformity.
However, Mike feels this is
wrong. "Using drugs to me is as
common as going to lunch. I
would think at least 50 per cent of
the Longwood students smoke
pot, it's a real subculture."
Mike's experience with drugs
was
not
always
this
knowledgeable. One of the first
clues that one receives about this
drug dealer is that he has never
been down and out, forced to sell
drugs because he needed the
money or needed to supply his
habit. "It all started in the
summer of 77 when I was in high
school. A guy gave me a bag of
pot. I didn't even know what it
was. I kept it until some friends
started talking about something
called "pot" and it fit the
description of what I had. My
friend told me to divide it into
four parts and I could get five
dollars a piece for nickel bags."

After selling the marijuana that
first time, Mike found what he
continuously refers to — a
market.
Life as a small time drug
dealer went on from there. He
sold drugs that summer from the
pump room where he was a
lifeguard. The unique aspect was
that he never used any type of
drug himself. He was simply
being a businessman — he had
found a market for a product and
was taking advantage of it.
However, this soon changed
after Mike experimented with
marijuana. "I found out that I
could sell three bags and keep
one for myself." Hence, the idea
started of selling to others to
supply himself also. It was a
perfect set-up.
Mike continued dealing when
he came to Longwood. He had a
connection about 20 miles out of
Farmville and operations have
run smoothly for four years. He
had only this one connection and
he met him when he needed to
replenish his supply for the
campus. Everything ran like
clockwork. His connection only
had about six dealers working for
him. "This guy (the connection)
lives out in the woods and keeps
to himself." Being covert is
stressed again. "I wouldn't want
to work for a lot of different
suppliers," said Mike. "There
has to be a great trust between
you and your connection and you
have to keep up with what is
going on in their life." Mike
talked about how your supplier
may be busted and if you don't
keep in touch and be careful, you
could be set-up and caught.
Dealing drugs carries a great
amount of risk — caution is the
key.
"You want to be sure that what
you are selling is good stuff,"
continued Mike. He doesn't have
to concern himself with that issue
too much. He is considered the
connoisseur dealer on campus.
He sold essentially to the same
group of customers on a
consistent basis. Because he sold
what is considered the best in
marijuana, he doesn't have to
advertise — his business is
operated simply and quickly with
everyone used to the routine. He
commented that he didn't sell

"bull shit pot" but mostly the
best — Jamaica, Hawaiian, not to
mention the "chemicals."
Mike kept out of sight and
operated his business for four
years on campus. "I just can't
believe these other guys on
campus who deal. They are so
slack. I call them stupid dealers
supplying stupid people. You can

possession is nine-tenths of the
law and the risk is too great to
keep anything on campus. Like
those guys, they certainly
couldn't say nine bags was their
stash.
Their room spelt
distribution." The important
thing here is to keep priorities in
line so you are clear. "I always
attend classes," says Mike, "I

7 don't see how straight
people make it through a day'
hear them in the dining hall —
Hey, man, that was great. I was
high in no time.' And then, they
yell back 'Don't worry — I'll be
getting more soon'." Mike
doesn't desire the limelight of
being a drug dealer. He wouldn't
want people to know him that
well. Being well known can,
ironically, be a very undesirable
situation for a dealer.
Mike assessed the major
problem. Of course, all Jobs have
their drawbacks. His is the
paranoia from the risk involved
in dealing. "Sometimes when I'm
driving to meet my connection, I
get so paranoid. I pull over to the
side of the road and wait because
I feel like someone's following
me. It's the adrenalin working."
Mike tries to overcome this fear
by taking a different route every
time he goes.
Possession is another huge
worry. "I try to keep everything
out of my room and car.
Everything is kept off campus at
a safe place where I can easily
get to it." He worries that he
could be busted. He is used to
watching for the signs of
policemen or narcs as he calls
them. Mike knows of too many
cases where people were busted
and he doesn't want to be one.
"The heat In Farmville is
terrible," Mike continued. "It
has gotten worse over the four
years. I know a guy in Maine who
sold pot to a towny and then the
towny swore out an affadavit at
the police station and he was
busted. Townies are uncool."
"You have to remember that

keep my grades up and obey all
other rules and laws on and off
campus so I'm never suspected."
Does Mike feel a moral
responsibility to any of his
customers when he knows they
are using great amounts of pot or
cocaine or any other drug? "You
can't say what is too much or too
little for any person." The only
thing he is concerned with is
satisfying his customer and
having no enemies. If using pot,
cocaine, speed or any other
chemical is as common to you as
it is to Mike, he could have
supplied you. If it's marijuana
you want, you'd be paying about
ten dollars a gram. Therefore, an
ounce "bag" would cost about
eighty dollars. Mike sells to
essentially ten people on campus
who want the best pot they can
buy. A friend came by to borrow
incense and another came in for
one red pill. "With your help, I

might make it through exams."
Mike keeps up with the business
on a day to day basis. "You have
to be diplomatic. If a customer
doesn't like what he is given, I
would rather give extra than
cause a hassle. Drug dealing is a
matter of pride — you don't want
anyone saying you deal shit."
What do Mike's family and
friends think or know about his
part-time work at college? His
friends are those others who also
use pot. "Dogs know dogs",
explained Mike. "I can tell if a
person uses anything. You
couldn't use drugs on a daily
basis without your friends
knowing it." That is why Mike's
friends are also drug users. "I
don't see how straight people
make it through the day." And
his family? "They have no idea
what I do. Once, I got kind of lax
my Junior year and my father
found a half bag at home. He
gave me a lecture about how I could drink all I wanted but to not
use marijuana."
Mike said he will probably
continue dealing after college. He
will be leaving Farmville
because it is too small a town.
Mike has only cleared enough
money to have the drugs he wants
and have an adequate amount of
spending money. But somewhere
else bigger than Farmville, who
knows? He has been a major
figure in the drug sub-culture on
the Ixmgwood campus for the last
four years What were Mike's last
words concerning his stay at
longwood with his business? "It
takes a clear mind to make it — I
love that song."

Campus Drug Survey
Last semester the Rotunda
conducted a survey of 100
upper classmen (Juniors and
Seniors) on campus. They
were asked questions per-

tabling to their views and
habits concerning drug usage,
The following percentages
Indicate the number that
answered affirmatively.

Do you UM "tpood" to porty T

40%

Do you UM "tpood" to itudyT

•O".

Hovo you trlod or ro§ulorly uto morl|uona?

77%

Haw* you trlod cocolno or hordor drugs?

57%

Do you think rocrootlonol drug
UM

It occoptobloT

7S-tO%
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A Home Grown Boy
We rode up route 15 in a jackedup Dodge 4-Wheel pickup ladened
with mud and debris. A
Remington 12 gauge on the back
window and a half-empty 22
Automatic stashed under the
passenger seat. David was
rattling on about this year's
crops. "Protection", "Bummer
weed", "91 day wonder". He was
worried about the cops today.
There had been a big bust
Thursday, the Virginia state
police uncovering one of the
largest fields of Marijuana in
Buckingham county, $50,000
worth — the fifth field discovered
in one month.
"The cops aren't dumb, they
know what's going on around
here. That joker who got
busted...he was a dumb ass... 160
plants in one area. I mean good
God who could imagine they
wouldn't be seen. I can't image
who would be that dumb. That naive."
David isn't. A Longwood
student he has for four years now
cultivated some of the best grass
in the area. Virginia Sensemillian
and he know the workings of the
long arm of the law and how to
avoid it. "They take infra-red
photos from helicopters that
show the different amounts of
heat coming off each plant and
pot's hot. Once you see plants
from the air, you don't forget what they look like.
David turned left on a gravel
road and up behind a log cabin
type ranch house. This was the
environment he loved. The
outdoors — Forest, trees,
sunshine, clouds and grass. He's
never studied Thoreau, but is
intrigued with canoeing and
botany just the same. He is an
ana chron ism of sorts with
outdated wild shoulder length
hair and Dylan scraggle creeping
like the Kudzu vine up his
cheeks.He's also a paradox —
Esher prints hang on the same
wall as a John Wayne poster —
"the Duke" and a Loth's Hickory
wood burning stove provide heat
for this agrarian who sleeps on a
waterbed.
We walked down a worn path
behind his house, lined on either
side with Spruces, pines and
cedars. David carried a 10gallon water bucket in one hand,
leaning with the weight and
looking for all the evergreen like
the reincarnation of
his
namesake — Henry David
'' You've got to be smart in a lot of
ways when you start planting.
Pick a place that's sunny enough
to keep them alive but enough
bush around to shelter them from
helicopters — particularly the
blue ones". He dipped the bucket
over a familiar batch of 5 leaved
plants. "This is sens — the best
you can get anywhere, except
maybe Hawaii — used to be
Columbian was the big thing —
the imported weed. Then people
started getting smart, using the
seeds from some of the best dope
they smoked and planting them.
But it didn't really come of age
till about a year ago. The Feds

By JOE JOHNSON
started cracking down on the
Miami and Norfolk area. The big
import areas for grass and when
they slipped the ring on them
they cut a lot of dope lines".
Supply and demand took effect
and Virginia Sensemillian grew
up and out. Just how many
Davids were there in the nation in
Prince Edward County?
"My God, I have no idea, in
Prince Edward County alone —
about 100 — everything from
professors growing it in their
windowsills to folks growing it in
the field...if it's not grown in
Virginia it's not here, except for
the small stuff — a few ounces
from other university's like Tech
or Madison.
Farther down the path we
stopped at a small clearing —
slim, bright green stemmed
plants — a little more than 4 foot
shot upward topped with a tight
cluster of "buds". The best part
of the plant — according to David
buds are the epitome of dope. The
one toke weed which sends you
sailing to heaven with a Bozo the
clown grin. They resemble
shrunken magnolia cones dipped
in sugar crystals — Actually THC
crystals and let off an odor which
lends credence to their
sobriquet — "organic skunk
weed." The smell of burnt cedar
was evident within a foot. An
ounce of these cream of crops go
from between 140-160 dollars on
the street. But for David they're
free which is the way he likes it.
By his own admission the 25
plants he cultivates (ranging in
size from 3-8 ft.) could have a
potential street value of $35 00.
(enough to pay off his tuition for 2
years as a day student at
Longwood). Money however, is
not his main concern and dealing
takes a back-seat to what is
conventionally described as the
"recreational" buzz.
He started smoking pot at age
16 for the same reason men climb
mountains "because it was
there." Not in the sense of
challenge, the challenge by that
time
had
become
institutionalized. Drug usage was
as quintessential^ American to
him as apple pie or the afternoon
highball. At the tail end of the
baby-boom generation, David, as
so many of his peers, picked the
remnants of what was left in the
wake of O'Leary's mind
expanding, flower power,
children of the 60's sun era. Mind
blowing took the place of mind
expansion and his reasons for
"catching the buzz" may serve
as an epithet for the 70's and 80's
— the comfortable numb.
The escapist attitude goes a
long way towards explaining this
"walking contradiction." At age
16 pot for him was no longer a
symbol of rebellion. It was
another paradigm of the
American way of life. "Because
it was there" refers to a choice in
lifestyles, necessarily neither
antisocial nor asocial.
"I made a level headed
decision — weighed the pros and
cons and decided to try it. At first

it wasn't daily use, shit the first
couple of years I only smoked it
about 10 times a year. I guess it
was about 3 years ago when I
had the steady supply that's when
I got into it big time, 3-4 times
daily. But I've slowed down
lately, now it's no big thing not to
get high for a few days at a time.
I'm not a stoner — a burn out —
like a lot of kids around
here...and I guess pot did it to
them. It's just like alcohol —
There are drinkers and there are
alcoholics, you can control it or it
can control you, and when that
happens you got to stop. I feel
sorry for burn-outs — I've seen
some stoners get it together you
know — get active in life again.
Most just live with things the way
they are.
But me, I'm up on current
events. I know what's going on.
When I graduate (this spring) I'll
have a good background and
well, not to brag — but a fairly
healthy resume. I've worked in
construction, and had a desk job
in technical engineering with an
engineering firm, a couple of
routine restaurant jobs... I've got
a double major now and make A's
B's and C's. Hell, I'll be valuable
to somebody and I plan on getting
a good paying job. Dope just
makes
things
a
little
easier...more laid back, like that
Cheeg and Chang lyric "all your
cares go up in smoke." The
important thing is not to let them
stay up forever. Everybody's got
responsibilities, take care of your
job — be it studying or laying
bricks or whatever and then
relax...with a toke or two."
Escapism tempered with
obstinate practicality is the
philosophy which guides this
weird amalgamation of Horatio
Algiers and Old MacDonald. He

History Of 1 he World
Part I
JANUARY 20 AND 21
RED/WHITE ROOMS
7:00 AND 9:00 PM — $1.00

approaches pot growing as a

business concern and the threat
arrest is enough to send him into
paranoic tangents. "I've never
even come close to getting
busted, thank God...and don't
plan on it.There's too much to
lose... getting busted...
....Jesus...never never never!"
And still David plays the odds
with the infrequent deals on
Longwoods' Campus and off —
"just to help out friends, not for
any major money. If I thought,
for a second, somebodv was on
to me I'd split — but the people I
deal with are tight — you know —
real close and they wouldn't say a
word."
He draws a clear line of
distinction between himself and
"punk" dealers on campus. "The
kind that get bust ed. They're too
small time to know what's going
on, yet big time enough to wind
up in jail. They deal in heavy
drugs — Acid, Crank, Coke,
Speed. The drugs they think are
safe because they're small
quantity and easy to carry.
They're just kids trying to pick up
a few bucks on campus and
they're usually pot too careful."
His opinion on "Heavy" drugs
is ambivalent. David has run the
gamut of drug use, with the

Manicuring the Bud
exception of Heroin and still
remains faithful to his crop
cannibis The planting of which
according to him, is something of
an art, and he has developed an,
encyclopedic knowledge on the
ins and outs of pot growing and
harvesting.
You just can't plant a shit load
of dope. You have to space the
plants out about 20-30 ft. and dig a
pit for each of them... you are
harvesting a plant — not a crop.
The potency is so much better if
you care for one plant, than if you
get 10-12 rag weed plants. Quality
not quantity — if you get 3 pounds
of dope and you have to smoke so
much of to get off it makes your
mouth taste like cigarette butts
then you're defeating the
purpose. Nurse them along

individually like they're your
babies — watering with at least 5
gallons aweek. Study their cycles
and know when to pick the sun
leaves for the most potency. To
do it right, you can't leam it over
night — it takes years of
experience."
The 10 gallon bucket was empty
now and we watched as the water
sucked noisily downward towards the roots of a mature, pot
stem. It was getting hot and the
sun played on the surrounding
leaves in a cacophony of lightnature's discotheque. David was
sweating, the droplets adding to
the already poured water. He
looked upward into the light —
was it to watch the sun, the clouds
— the environment he loved; or
to watch for passing helicopters?
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And Youz Takes
Your Chances

THE DEAL

Speed Freak

The commonwealth attorney
for Prince Edward County, Billy
Watkins, is an easy going man by
most standards. But when it
comes to drugs his speech
becomes tougher and less
languid. "Farmville doesn't have
much of a problem with drugs,
last year (81-82) we had 20
arrests for possession. Only one
arrest was made at Longwood
College, that was for possession
with intent to distribute... but to
my thinking that's too many!"
He has valid reasons for that
stern assertion. If a citizen is
caught with one-half ounce or less

of marijuana as a first offense the than five years to 40 years
minimum penalty is probation imprisonment and a fine of not
with a parole officer for 12 more than $25,000. Any other
months. If he is caught with more habit forming drug — morphine,
than one-half ounce but not more codeine, opiates, cocaine, or
than 5 lbs. he faces imprisonment other narcotics bring the same
of not less than one year and not penalty.
more than five years. Anything
"College students shouldn't
past 5 lbs. is an offense feel invulnerable — a felony or
warranting not less than five petty larceny (minor possession)
years but not more than 30 years goes on a record for the rest of
of imprisonment.
their life. No one can be
The hard drugs bring toughei employed in a professional status
penalties — the distribution oi job with such a mark against
manufacturing of amphetamine.1 them and if they're convicted of a
is an automatic felony with felony — they'll spend time in jail
sentences ranging from not less and lose all rights as citizens."

Marijuana and Coke at

*■
By CANDACE WARREN
Greg is a twenty-year-old week my suitemate said he'd give
Longwood College student living me ten bucks for a twenty-bag of
in Cox dormitory. One gets the beauties; I took it. It's been down
impression that he is intelligent, hill ever since." Greg does not
bright, ambitious, witty, and worry too often about getting
By CANDACE WARREN
strikingly ordinary. However, caught. "A lot of people need me,
When I first began researching
there is one characteristic about depend on me. A lot of people
Greg that seems at odds with his would be real upset if I couldn't for this report, I had very little
other traits. Greg sells drugs.
help them out. A few of them insight into drug usage at
Greg is intelligent enough not would be really, really upset." Longwood College but was well
to disclose his identity to Greg laughs but refuses to versed in the use of drugs at other
prospective customers, only to elaborate on his ambiguous colleges and universities,
scattered here and there in the
regulars. Greg makes contact statement.
with people who he hears are
In regard to his personal eastern seaboard states. As I
looking for something he can consumption of amphetamines, delved into the matter
supply. In this case, a person he shruggingly replies, "I take concerning the use and abuse of
expressed an interest in two or three hits a day depending certain "mood modifiers" at
purchasing amphetamines and on how good the stuff is. I take Longwood, I found that
was called three days later by them to study, sure, but mainly to Longwood was comparitively
Greg. When Greg discovered that just keep me going." When urged average or just slightly lower
the person was not interested in to continue on the positive effects than average compared to most
drugs, only an interview, he of speed for himself, he hesitated of the other educational
cooperated readily. He seemed and then added, "Well in bed they institutions I was familiar with.
Interviewing a sophomore at
thrilled at the prospect of do effect me. At least that's what
possibly seeing his words in print. they tell me. It sort of gets my Mary Baldwin College, I was told
Evidently, Greg markets blood going if you know what I that she had "rarely" seen any
form of drug in her two years at
various types of "mood- mean." He laughs.
Baldwin, a school primarily
modifiers" at Longwood but
specializes
in
speed;
Greg foresees no future attended by a wealthier class of
amphetamines. He always keeps complications as a result of his girls. However, when speaking to
a "few dozen pills" on him to sell practice of selling and consuming a freshman acquaintance who
or for personal consumption. Half amphetamines, either to his also attends Mary Baldwin, I was
of his "stock" is to sell at a health or legally. He plans to informed that she had."...never
substantial profit; the rest is for "shut down" after he graduates. seen so much dope and had never
his own use or for close friends. "Up front, I need the money right even seen cocaine" until she got
When asked how he got started in now but when I get out there. One example the freshman
the business, he says, "I started (graduate) I hope to be making gave of cocaine use at Baldwin
popping when I was in high enough to support myself without involved a girl from Texas, the
school. When I came here needing to sell speed or daughter of an oil tycoon, who
(Longwood) I always brought a whatever." His actions do not was regularly flown in and out of
bag back with me after every trip bother his conscience or conflict Staunton on her Dad's private jet.
home.
Pretty
soon
my with his morals. "No, I don't have The girl kept a storehouse of
roommates and suitemakes trouble living with myself. I feel cocaine in her underwear
figured out that I was speeding. like I'm doing a lot of people a drawer, snorting three of four
One night just before exams my favor. A lot of term papers and times daily and presenting it to
roommate came up to me and test grades are better because of her friends as gifts.
Ferrum college, as told to me
asked if he could buy a twenty- me. I'm needed around here;
by
a junior, rests in the center of
twenty for a dollar. Later on that people depend on me."
the largest "pot patch" in
Virginia. Because of the area's
notoriety for cultivating and
experimentative horticulture,
COFFEEHOUSE PROUDLY
some of the finest strains of
PRESENTS
marijuana are grown in the
vicinity of Ferrum and
January 22 AND 23
consequently many students
PETE NEFF
sample and seemingly thrive off
SNACK BAR - 8:00 PM - FREE
the area's favorite evergreen.
The growers of the "weed", in
order to gauge the effectiveness

Longwood: Medium Rare
of their product, use the college
students as their device for
testing the potency of the grass,
often offering it at a ridiculously
low price and in some instances
free. Coke is available but used
only rarely due to the high price
tagged on so little product.
The University of Virginia, well
known for its diversity in many
fields, did not disappoint me
when I researched their habits
relating to "mind altering
substances." A campus-based
cult, in fact, regards the marjuana leaves and their formation is a divine symbol and
in essence, worships the plant as
a sacred tool to help them find and
converse with various religious
figures in the nether world.
Cocaine is the common
denominator for many white,
wealthy, male students attending
the University. While talking to
one of the aforementioned
students, I was told that cocaine
did for him what "wheaties did
for Bruce Jenner." Averette
College, a smaller private college
in Danville, bore many
similarities to UVA in its
diversity of drug use. One student
remarked, "There's pot in every
room, everybody does it just

about. Coke is easy to get but it's
not an everyday thing like pot or
speed. We eat speed like they
were M&M's."
Longwood, surprisingly enough
to me, ranks about five or less on
a scale of one to ten in reference
to drug use. Some dormitories
reek of sweet acrid smoke which
seeps through cracks on and
under doors shut tight against
inquisitive noses. Other dorms,
however, seem free of pot and
make do with brew. Coke, as I
have seen it, is scarce. Speed or
the use of other stimulants,
however, is widespread and
increases tremendously before
exams or just prior to a rash of
testing. As the weekend
approaches, many students
increase their intake of
stimulants to make the most of
the little time they have. As one
senior explained to me, "There is
pot and a little coke floating
around here (Longwood) but you
have to know who to look for to
find some." As a freshman, I
probably have not seen or
experienced the full impact or
role that drugs play on
Longwood's campus, but from
what I have seen Ixmgwood is a
reasonably "straight" school.

Fox Hunt I nn
118 WEST THIRD ST. — 392-6755
ABC
"Complete breakfast, lunch and dinner menue."
Breakfast is served all day."
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Gizz/Ms. Kids Make LC

Cause and Effect:

Players Look

Amphetamine Use by College Students
By C AND ACE WARREN

Handicapped
By CINDY CORELL
Tony Perini, a well-known local
restaurant owner, Is an avid
sports fan and often participates
in a variety of sports. So when he
was in Lancer gym last week and
Frank Brasile, a Therapeutic
Recreation professor, asked him
to play some basketball
Thursday night, he agreed
quickly. What he didn't know,
though, was that he'd play in a
wheelchair!
The University of Illinois
wheelchair basketball teams,
both men's and women's were on
hand Thursday night in I^ancer
Gym for an exhibition game
against our own Longwood AllStars. Wheelchair All-Stars, that
is, most of which had never
attempted anything like this
before Thursday.
The Gizz Kids (men) were
organized in 1948 at U. of I. by
Tim Nugent, current director of
the Division of RehabilitationEducation Services. The Ms.
Kids were organized in 1970, one
of only 15 women's teams in the
nation, whereas there are 150
men's teams. These players have
some sort of disability that does
not allow them to play most
active sports in the same manner
as an able-bodied person. The
Gizz Kids, having won the
National Championship for
wheelchair basketball three
years, and the Intercollegiate
Championship in 1978, they are
currently ranked second in the
Intercollegiate League. The Ms.
Kids are currently ranked second
nationally having won the
Nationals in 1978.
Thursday night the Ms. Kids
and Gizz Kids combined on one
team because of an abundance of
injuries to the players.
The players began warm-ups at
about 6:45 for the 7:30 game. The
Illinois players, dressed in dark
blue sweatsuits, practiced in an
orderly fashion, while a
collection of Longwood students,
professors and administrators,
wearing many colors of sports
clothes, including jeans, fumbled
on the other side of the court.
They struggled in the chairs, ran
into each other, dropped the ball,
and occasionally threw the ball
out-of-bounds. Some got used to
handling the ball; some got used
to motivating in the specially
built, light-weight wheelchairs.
None coordinated both efforts at
the same time. By this time the
other team had stopped warmed
up; they were showing off some
hot dog shots which included
wheelies and over the shoulder
shots.
The buzzer rang at 7:30 and
about 350 people were in the
stands. The players were
introduced, and a baseball coach,
a vice-president for Academic
Affairs, a director of Housing and
two women who work with

Therapeutic Recreation majors,
went against a combination of
men's and women's teams in
wheelchair basketball.
In the first second, a Longwood
player came out of his seat —
technical foul — they got the
point. Nine seconds later, the
score was 34, at 11-0, Illinois
favor, Mike Haltzal yelled,
"Okay, team, regroup." They
didn't listen. At 25-0, Illinois
favor, Longwood coach Frank
Brasile, who received his Master
of Science degree at U. of I. and
was a coach of the Gizz Kids from
1974 to 1978 was put into the
game. Illinois spotted Longwood
35 points. Minutes later they
ended the half, 36-35, Illinois
favor.
During halftime, the Illinois
team relaxed with some
wheelchair square dancing.
Following that, some assimilated
architectural barriers were
brought out, and the Illinois team
members performed their feats
of overcoming these everyday
barriers such as curbs, steps and
ramps. During this time,
Longwood coach Brasile talked
strategy and the 15 players who
had already seen action rested.
The second half was a bit more
challenging for the Illinois team
as they spotted the underdogs 40
more points. The game went on
much as before with the
exception that I-ongwood did
manage to make six points on
their own, bringing the game to a
tie, 81-81.
After the game, Illinois Coach
Brad Hedrick asked the audience
to stick around for another
exhibition. While the Longwood
All-Stars sat back in the chairs
alongside the court wiping
sweaty foreheads and resting
tired arms, the wheelchair
athletes headed out on the court
again for an exhibition of
wheelchair
football,
an
intramural sport at U. of I. Then
some individual athletes played
wheelchair tennis and ran
(wheeled) track around the
court.
As well as seeing some
excellent basketball plays and
incredible ball handling, the
audience had an opportunity to
see an exhibition that many had
never seen before, and described
as "neat", "fascinating," and
"unbelievable." As one student
put it, "I found it interesting how
these people compare to normal
(able-bodied) athletes. You never
think about these everyday
difficulties for the handicapped
until you see something like the
exhibition at halftime tonight." A
Physical Education professor
noted how she could see
Individual plays developing by
the Illinois players. "It's
amazing what we need is some
athletics for our handicapped "
(Continued on Page 5)

Bennies, Dexies, Speed, PepPills, Diet Pills, Uppers, LidPoppers, 20-20's and Valentines.
The aforementioned street
names refer to the artificial
stimulants, amphetamines, used
by one out of four college students
at one time or another in their
college career for various
reasons, and resulting in a
multitude of complications and
health hazards. An ever
increasing number of college
students has turned to amphetamines hoping to produce
a sense of heightened euphoria,
elevated alertness, and a higher
level of mental and physical
energy. The most commonly
ingested amphetamines are
pharmaceutically labelled
dexedrine, desoxyn,
methamphetamine,
and
methadrine. The only legitimate
medical use of amphetamines is
for the treatment of sleeping
sickness and hyperactivity in
children. From this, one may
surmise that amphetamine use in
college age students is not
medically feasible.
The prevailing causes for
amphetamine usage in college

include increased alertness in
class and the ability to stay
awake late into the night
cramming for tests or exams,
ultimately improving grades and
increasing class participation.
Academic excellence is not the
only motive cited by college
students for amphetamine
inducement. Improved and
prolonged performance and
endurance on the sports field,
court, or bedroom are often the
reasons given for the ingestion of
the synthetic stimulants. By
introducing increasing amounts
of "uppers" into the body, the
brievity of the weekend may be
maximized by not wasting time
sleeping and eating, practices
necessary for survival.
Unfortunately for the user, the
thrills and benefits come to an
abrupt halt and reality sooner or
later catches up with him. The
risks of amphetamine abuse are
frequently ignored or entirely
rejected, especially by young
individuals whose primary
objective is a thrill for the
moment with no thought for the
future. To stay "high," the user
must induce more and more of

the drug into his system, not
realizing that the seemingly
"magic
energy"
he
is
experiencing is the expenditure
and eventual depletion of his
bodily resources. Amphetamines
produce rapidly increasing levels
of tolerance and addiction more
rapidly than any other drug
which affects the central nervous
system. Repeated "speeding"
may result in: depression,
fatigue, nightmares, irritability,
liver disease, hypertensive
disorders,
chronic
chest
infections, exhaustion,
impotence, and in some cases,
cerebral hemorrhage. The
phrase, "Speed kills," refers to
the loss of contact with reality
resulting from the use of
amphetamines and possibly
leading
to
paranoia
and destructiveness. Dr. George
Snyder, a widely recognized drug
authority, has proved in his
extensive research that, "More
people die from amphetaminecaused violence than from the
actions provoked by any other
drug affecting the central
nervous system."

Down Home at Longwood
charming trio.
By JOHNEL D. BROWN
The talent between the pair
After ten years on the road
together, singing in towns along was evident as they sang not only
the East coast, south and old country-western classics but
midwest,
a
degree
of their original songs. Robin
professionalism is expected. played the guitar and a
Robin and Linda Williams, a harmonica simultaneously, when
husband and wife team, brought he wasn't belting out lines about
not only professionalism, but a old timers in small towns.
Unda played the guitar, too
novel sample of the new trend in
music, Rockabilly. Rockabilly and she picked a banjo with
for the Williams' is a down home footstomping fervor.
The
duo
effortessly
sound about down home things, a
country based sound but with a harmonized, both instrumentally
footshuffling upbeat. Their and vocally and created a
cocker spaniel, Jake, who relaxed, familiar atmosphere. In
wandered about the Gold Room between songs, they shared jokes
in Lankford, during their concert and anecdotes of their time on the
Wednesday, made their act a road. Their songs ranged from

the traditional flatfooting cowbuy
songs, to tender ballads and even
to black gospel spirituals done
accapella.
The
couple
lives
in
Middlebrook, Virginia, after
having moved from Country
Music Capitol, U.S.A. Nashville. They have five albums
released on a small label, and
they're working on their sixth.
Robin and Linda Williams have
succeeded in bringing their
audiences the newest trends
paired with the classic sounds of
country music through their
versatile talents and vibrant
style.
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On Unspeakable Words and
Other Evil Manifestations
"There were words In the Brett
language
considered
so
corrupting in their effect on
others that if anyone wrote them
or was heard to speak them
aloud, he was fined and thrown
into prison. The King of the
Bretts was of the opinion that the
words were of no importance one
way or the other, and besides,
everybody in the country knew
them anyway; but his advisers
disagreed, and at last, to
determine who was right, a
committee was appointed to
examine the people separately.
At length everyone in the
kingdom had been examined, and
found to know the words quite
well, without the slightest
damage to themselves. There
was then left only one little girl, a
five-year-old who lived in the
mountains with her deaf and
dumb parents. The committee
hoped that this little girl, at least,
had never heard the corrupting
words, and on the morning they
visited her, they said solemnly:
"Do you know the meaning of
poost, gist, duss, feng?"
The little girl admitted that she
did not, and then, smiling
happily, she said, "Oh, you must
mean feek, kusk, dalu, and
liben!"
Of course the point behind this
1
short narrative by William
March is that words are symbols
for thoughts and since everybody
has "corruptible" thoughts their
will always be a word or symbol
to describe it.
Most everyone knows what the
acronym for fornication under
consent of the king means. No one
would be silly enough to say that
the mere mentioning of this act in
different terms such as "making
love" is obscene. The point they
find obscene is the crude
connotations lurking behind that
other word — that acronym — the
idea that its guttural sound
demeans the highest index of
human intimacy.

This isn't bothersome in and of
itself. The recognition of a words
connotative power is a very •
handy thing and like most of my
comrades in pens, I use it
reverentially. A problem only
comes about when a writer or
reporter wishes to invoke words
with demeaning and crude
connotations
because
the
situation calls-for it. Then the cries of innocence are heard and
the censors start grapping for
scissors. Immoral! Indecent!
Clip! Clip! Clip!
And of course what was written
was by "public" standards
indecent. It was meant to be;
because the person who said it
was indecent and obscene — not
the reporter whose sole ambition
was to get the story, intact,
unwatered and unwhitewashed to
the people. If it strains their
moral fiber the audience should
direct their chagrin to the
original source of blasphemy, not
the harmless conductor.
The desire of such an audience
is a curious thing. They have a
picture of the world they live in
and the appearance it should
have. What they see as
representational of themselves
(ie press) cannot become
infected with the things they
deem obscene, immoral or
indecent. Even though they may
think, breath and speak these
very items they cannot bare in
print. The facade has become
something of an ideal which
certain Ix>ngwood students deify
and pray may never be changed.
That the quo remain status and
the official lines broadcast waves
of their own cosmeticized image
is their apostle's creed.
The SGA proposal was but a
small manifestation of the latent
hostility which is directed
towards publications that do not
kneel to the same deity. The
Rotunda serves a college
community as a microcosm of
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Student Senate Negates
Elect-Editor's Proposal
By MIKE LYNCH
In a Student Senate meeting on
December 8, the Student
Government Association
overwhelmingly voted to negate
a proposal calling for the election
of editors of campus publications
by the SGA executive council.
The proposal had been placed on
a run-off ballot for recording
secretary of the SGA and won the
students approval by a 2-1
margin.
"It did not actually come forth
from the Student Government"
said Sheri Stevens, then
President of the SGA, explaining
why they would retract a
proposal that had the students
support. That seems simple
enough but what is not so simple
is why the SGA would allow the
amendment to be proposed in the
first place. Sheri Stevens said
this happened "through human
error." She allowed that the
matter was discussed at an
Executive Council meeting but
"it was never meant to be
brought before the students."
The reason for the Executive
Council discussion was response
to student complaints about The
Rotunda. Recently, under the
editorship of Joe Johnson, the
paper had changed it's masthead
from a fairly standard style to
what looks like an oriental newwave band logo. People thought
that was strange but the
masthead drew no direct
complaints to the paper. What

the 4th estate — in the U.S. — a
free press. And as such will do
specifically what is inherent in
those words 'Free and Press' — it
will get the story to the people,
and will do so without hindrance.

Gizz/ Ms. Kids Make LC Players Look Hindicapped
(Continued from Page 4)
A Therapeutic Recreation
major noted that some of the
emotional barriers were broken
between the two populations
(handicapped and able-bodied.)
"The people here tonight who
have never been exposed to this
type of thing," observed
sophomore Mimi Dreher, "may
now have a totally different
regard for handicapped persons
they see on the street. There's a
good chance that they may see
that they are just people who are
disabled in some way — not
freaks — and they want to be
treated normally."
One of those students who
doesn't know a great deal about
the subject, unknowingly, backs
up this thesis. A junior Business
major in the bleachers offered, "I
have seen several of these
games, and I really enjoy them.
It's better when it's two real
wheelchair teams, but it's a lot of
fun." Other spectators noticed a
comparison to real games, too.
"In the last ten seconds there is a
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real anxiousness, just like a
days a week, under strict
college game."
conditioning schedules. To
The Longwood All-Stars had compensate with this culture's
some of their own experiences. strong emphasis in sports, this
"The most difficult part," said program gives these athletes a
Tony Perini, "was trying to get chance to project positive
used to dribbling and roll around attitudes to the public. 2) The
at the same time. The second program gives handicapped
most difficult was playing an persons an outlet to perform and
aggressive team who knew what excel in an activity they enjoy
they were doing. We were and gives the public a form of
definitely the handicapped team honest entertainment, and 3) this
out there," he quipped. "The tour generates revenue for other
urge to get up and run was
programs for handicapped
tremendous!"
students. This program is fully
This exhibition game fulfills self-sustaining and receives no
several purposes, according to subsidy outside their program.
The tour includes both
Coach Hedrick. "Hopefully this
exhibitions,
such as Thursday's,
exhibition tour will have some
impact as far as program and games with other wheelchair
development goes in different basketball teams. "It covers an
parts of the country." The area," said Hedrick. "Often an
purposes are 1) to increase exhibition comes first, to help the
public awareness of this type of able-bodied relate. The everyday
athletics and 2) to demonstrate Joe Blow has a slanted view, a
but
stereotypic
that the participants are athletes concrete,
first, not just handicapped perception. The fact is that the
perception
is
situational,
individuals."
These are very accomplished relevant. We are all disabled in
individuals who are training five behavior of necessity or interest.

really got people more than just a
little perturbed was the front
page spread on the mysterious
Walt, this year's winner of the
Cox door defacing contest, and
his infamous LDGS. Of particular
concern was the use of abusive
language in the article when
Walt, at one point, described a
couple of students recitations of
affection for him.
According to Stevens, many
people think that the paper is
biased. The major complaint is
that they do not feel the language
was properly edited, especially
in the instance aforementioned.
Sheri pointed out that since the
paper is mailed to colleges and
high schools throughout the area
it represents the school.
In response to these complaints
and the subsequent elect-editors
proposal that mysteriously
appeared on the ballot the
Publications Board was reestablished, largely through the
efforts of Johnel Brown and Joe
Johnson, Feature Editor and
Editor-in-Chief of The Rotunda,
now members of the revitalized
board. It is through this board,
which is basically separate from
the SGA, and not from the SGA,
that control over the editors of
campus publications will occur.
Before this time, the Publications
Board had a constitution and
recognition but no people had
served in many of its posts for
quite some time.
The Board had its initial
meeting last semester, citing Joe
Johnson for violations of the
obscenity code, agreeing to
discuss the matter at a special
session and preparing a rebuttal
to the elect-editors proposal for
the Student Senate meeting that
night They did not have to enact
that rebuttal, though, as the
Senates first action was to negate
the proposed in questions.
So it would seem that instead of
trying to control the editorship of
The Rotunda themselves, which
caused them to drop the matter
entirely in order to save face, the
SGA should have directed its
attention towards what was, at
the time, a token Publications
Board. But since an effective
Publications Board has been
formed anyway, it would seem
that all the problems wrought by
this affair have been solved. All
except one, that is. For just whc
was it that made sure the
proposal would be on the ballot?
Just who was that evil scum who
ignored the SGA's wishes to keep
the issue to themselves for the
time being and allowed the voter
(a massive 10 per cent of the
student body) to show that the)
would rather have martial rult
over the paper than let that left
wing gay-lover of an editor
control it? Who knows who dk
these twisted things? The SG/
knows. And they have mad*
certain that no one on Th«
Rotunda shall find out. Typical
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SPORTS
9-4 Lancers Begin Stretch Run
Playoff Berth A Possibility
Longwood's
9-4
men's
basketball team would like to find
itself in contention for a berth in
the NCAA Division II Playoffs
when the end of February rolls
around, but if the Lancers hope to
reach the playoffs they can afford
new losses the rest of the way.
With three wins in their last
four games, Longwood visited
Radford last night and hosts
Atlantic Christian Wednesday at
8:00. Upcoming are games with
Liberty Baptist, Virginia State
and Randolph-Macon. There are
no "sure wins" left on the
schedule, according to coach Cal
lather. The I^ancers entertain
Liberty Baptist next Tuesday
(Jan. 25).
"I still think we have a chance
at being considered for a berth,''
said Luther, "but, there's not a
single game left that you can say
is a sure win. Obviously, we
can't lose any more."
Three of Longwood's four
losses have come against highly
regarded teams — District of
Columbia, Central Connecticut
and Virginia Union. The Lancers
can definitely build a case for
having a strong schedule, but the

most important factor in playoff
consideration will be overall
record.
Last
week
Longwood
dispatched visiting Averett 86-48
and it was Freshman Lonnie
Lewis and senior Ronn Orr who
provided the offensive punch.
Orr, who carries a 17.5 ppg.
average, scored 19 and Lewis
poured in 17 with many coming
from Long range.
Lewis, a prep standout at
Henrico High School, has scored
12, 14 and 17 points in his last
three outings since moving into
the starting lineup. His long
range scoring has given the
Lancer offense and added
dimension. The 6-3 forward is
also hitting 50 per cent of his
shots from the floor and 85.7 from
the line.
While senior guard Joe Remar
and junior forward Jerome
Kersey have always been solid
scorers for Longwood, the duo
also contribute in a variety of
ways to the Lancers' success.
Remar, Longwood's career
leader in scoring, assists and
steals, is averaging 20 points, 4.8
assists, 2.8 steals and only 2.8

turnovers while shooting over 60
per cent from the floor. The
Lancer co-captain has 1,271
career points, 457 career assists
and 176 career steals.
Kersey, a pre-season small
college All-America pick, is
scoring 14.4 poinrs with 10.2
rebounds per game, but he's also
averaging 3.2 assists (he had
eight in one recent game). 3.4
steals and 1.7 blocked shots.
Kersey also has 13 dunks and
Remar, though a mere 6-1, has
slammed nine through the nets.
Freshman Stan Hull has shown
marked improvement recently
and will get more playing time
according to coach Cal Luther.
The 6-2 guard is a graduate of
Heritage High School.
In
a
preliminary
to
Wednesday's contest between
Longwood and Atlantic Christian,
the Longwood junior varsity,
coached by Ernest Neal, will take
on powerful Fork Union. A
standout on the Fork Union squad
is 6-10 junior Chris Washburn, a
230-pounder who is rated as one of
the best high school centers in the
country. He's a native of Hickory,
Leading Scorer — Senior Guard Joe Remar is averaging 20 points
North Carolina.
per game for the Lancer Basketball Team. Photo by Hoke Curry

Holmes Makes

Case Repeat* As

All-Tournament

ill-A merican

Named Longwood
Player of Week
Sophomore forward Florence
Holmes scored 23 points and hit
the field goal which brought on
overtime in longwood's 76-72 win
over Alderson-Braddus January
8, and for her performance,
Florence has been named
Longwood College Player of the
Week for the period January 7-14.
Player of the Week is chosen by
the Longwood Sports Information
Office.
Longwood's leading scorer
(12.6) and rebounder (6.7),
Holmes also played a key role in
Longwood's 73-55 win over
Maryland Baltimore County
rhursday night at HampdenSydney's Fleet Gymnasium. The
i-9 eager scored 17 points against
he Ijdy Retrievers.
An All-State performer last
reason as a freshman, Holmes
vas picked for the AllTournament squad at the Davis &
Slkins Mountain Classic January

7-9. Holmes turned in one of the
top performances of the
tournament against AldersonBroaddus with 23 points and 10
rebounds. She also scored six of
Longwood's 10 points in
overtime.
Coach Jane Miller said that
Holmes' all-around performance
makes her a leader not only on
the Longwood team but also in
the VAIAW Division II.
longwood's top free throw
shooter (21-25 for 84 per cent),
Holmes averaged 13.3 points and
9.7 rebounds last season as a
freshman. She had 25 points and
16 rebounds in one game. A 1,000point career scorer in high
school, she was named AllDistrict, All-Region and All-State
in her senior year at King George
High.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Major Holmes of King
George.

FLORENCE HOLMES

DARRYLCASE
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Longwood junior Darryl Case
has been named to the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America 1982 McDonald's AllAmerica Soccer Team for the
second year in a row. The
Madiera High School graduate
was named a second team AllAmerican in NCAA Division II.
The most honored soccer
player in Longwood history, Case
was the only booter from a
Virginia college to be named an
All-America in Division II. He
has now been named AllConference, All-State, All-South
and All-America two years in a
row.
A standout on defense from his
back position,^ Case helped
Longwood compile a record of 154-1 and win the state title for
small colleges (VISA). He used
his outstanding speed to good
advantage as the Lancers limited
foes to 1.11 goals per game.
"Darryl had an excellent
season for us once again," said
Coach Rich Posipanko, South
Atlantic Region Coach of the
Year. "He has the ability to cover
a lot of territory on defense with
his speed."
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SPORTS
Lady Lancers Even Record
Face Three Games On Road
Sparked by the outstanding the Lady Lancers shot 48 per cent home game of 1983, senior Cindy
play of Florence Holmes, Cindy from the floor against UMBC and Eckel scored a season high 14
Eckel, Robin Powell and 44 percent against VCU. Coach points (she now has 850 career
Mariana Johnson, Ixmgwood's Jane Miller's squad also reduced points) and Holmes added 12 as
Women's basketball team its points allowed average to 57.6. Longwood outscored VCU 19-5 in
dispatched Maryland Baltimore
In the victory over UMBC, the last 11 minutes of the game to
County 73-55 Thursday and VCU Holmes scored 17 points, Johnson win going away. The win was
53-39 Saturday to raise its record 16 and Powell 15 as Longwood Longwood's first over the Rams
to 5.5.
pulled away in the second half since 1978 when the Lady Lancers
This week the Lady Lancers after leading 32-29 at the break. took a 55-53 decision.
visited Radford last night, play at Both Johnson and Powell reached
Guilford Thursday at 6:00 and at new career highs in points. All
Holmes continues to lead
Pittsburgh-Johnstown three Lady Lancer cagers shot Longwood in scoring and
Saturday at 2:00 in what better than 50 per cent from the rebounding with averages of 12.6
promises to be a tough three- floor, making 16 of 22 shots points and 6.7 rebounds per
game stretch.
between them. Site of the tilt was contest. Johnson, who has
Long wood played well both Hampden-Sydney's Fleet recovered a slow start shootingoffensively and defensively in Gymnasium.
wise, is scoring 6.8 ppg. and
last week's victories. As a team
Saturday, in liOngwood's first pulling doen 5.8 rpg.
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Gymnasts Win One of Three
Longwood's gymnastics team
opened its season with a tough
two-day road trip last week and
managed a victory over Western
Carolina Friday before suffering
a pair of losses at Auburn
Saturday afternoon. Veterans
Kelly Crepps and Dayna
Hankinson were the top
performers on the trip for
Longwood.
This week the Lancer
gymnasts travel to Maryland
Baltimore County for a tri-meet
with the Retrievers and

Pittsburgh-Johnstown Friday
night at 7:00 and Saturday
Longwood will be at Navy with
Ursinus and West Chester.
Longwood opened its 1983
season with a 144.05-139.80
victory over Western Carolina
Friday night as Crepps finished
second all-around with a 30.60
and Hankinson won beam (8.1)
and floor (8.55). Freshman Lisa
Zuraw, who injured her ankle
over the weekend, won vaulting
with an excellent 8.8.

Lady Lancer Results
RESULTS
UlTS

SITE

LONGWOOD 50 Marylond E Shore 41
longwood 41

(H)
(A)

CHRISTOPHER NEWPORT 58

•Longwood 49 HAMPTON INSTITUTE 69

(N)

•Longwood 66 LIBERTY BAPTIST 70

(N)

LONGWOOD 60 Lynchburg 42

(H)

Coach Ruth Budd felt her team
performed poorly in the two
meets. "We can do a lot better,"
said the veteran coach. "Not
having a spring floor at Auburn
hurt us in floor exercise, but we
were terrible in bars both days.
We have our work cut out for us in
the coming weeks."

DAVIS & ELKINS MOUNTAIN CLASSIC
Longwood 53. SLIPPERY ROCK 66

(N)

LONGWOOD 76 Alderson Brooddus 7? (OT)

(N)

Longwood 42 AKRON 64

(N)

LONGWOOD 73 Morylond Boll Co 55

(H)

LONGWOOD 53 Va. Commonwealth 39

(H)

While the Lancers got a
victory, they lost the services of
freshman Kim Kenworthy for an
undetermined period of time.
Kenworthy suffered a severe
ankle sprain and possible
stretched ligaments during
warm-ups Friday night.
After arriving at Auburn at
4:30 in the morning Saturday, the
Lancers finished third (151.45)
behind Auburn (166.55) and East
Tennessee (162.30) Saturday
afternoon. Both Auburn and E.
Tennessee are Division I teams.
Crepps tied for first in vaulting
with an 8.7 and Hankinson was
third in beam with an 8.35 for
Longwood. Freshman Allison
Berry was fourth in beam with an
8.3. '

'Moson Cup Tournament

Basketball Results
RESULTS

SITE

HIGH SCORER

HIGH REBOUNOER

Grapplers Capture Third
in Newport News Tourney
Longwood's wrestling team
earned 59.5 points to take third in
the Newport News Tournament
Friday and Saturday. The
Lancers travel to Williamsburg
Wednesday to meet the Indians
and
participate
in
the
Washington and I>ee Tournament
Friday and Saturday, January 21
and 22.
Coach Steve Nelson's squad
placed in six of the ten weight
classes in individual competition.
Despite the lay off over
Christmas break, Nelson thought
his wrestlers performed well.
"Considering we had only four
days of practice before the
tournament, I thought we
wrestled competitively," noted
Nelson. "The second half of the
season is like starting over and I
expect the wrestlers to improve."
Among the Lancers' top
performers were Tim Fitzgerald,
a 118 pounder, Steve Kidwell, a

"It was his best performance
ever considering the lay off,"
said Nelson. I hope he will
continue
to
wrestle
aggressively."
The Lancer Grapplers roster is
trimmed to 14 due to injuries and
wrestlers leaving the team.

Revised Wrestl ing Roster
1982-83 SPRING SI MESTER

McDonald s Classic (At Mansfield State)
LONGWOOD 71, Clarion State 63

(N)

LONGWOOD 70, Mansfield State 65

(A)

Kersey 24
Remar 27

Longwood 61, VIRGINIA UNION 83

( )

Orr 19

LONGWOOD 102 Hawthorne 62

(H)

Remar 26

A

LONGWOOD 54, Virginia Military 49
LONGWOOD 67, Otterbein 63

134 pounder. Chuck Campbell, a
150 pounder, and Steve Albeck, a
142
pounder.
Freshmen
Fitzgerald and Kidwell each
were 2-1 and placed third. Soph.
Chuck Campbell placed second
with a 2-1 mark and is now 8-3
overall. Another sophomore
Steve Albeck was not seeded in
the tourney, but managed to run
up a 3-0 mark, and 7-5-1 overall,
to win the 150 weight class.
Albeck recorded wins of 17-6, 62 and 7-3 over his opponents from
Elizabeth City State, Gloucester
Community College and Chowan
respectively to take the title.

(A)
.

H

( )

Remar 16
Orr 26

Kersey 10

NAME

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

Steve Albeck

59

142

Keith Barnes

60

Joe Bass

Orr 11

Carl Bird

suss

190
177

Orr 10

Chuck Campbell

59

Kersey 9
Kersey 7
Kersey 10

CLASS

HOMETOWN
Springfield

So
Fr.

Springfield

Sr

Alexandria

158

So

Petersburg

150

So

Alexandria

51'

Covington
Roanoke

Orr 18

190

So

Longwood 77, St. Paul's 82

A

( )

Orr 26
Remar 29

Mark Casstevens

Kersey 19

Bob Clark

58

150

Longwood 64, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 65

(H)

Remar 22

Orr 9

Craig Diffe

158

Dana Dunlap

510
60

So
Jr,

167

So

Dinwiddie
Farifax

Kersey 15

Tim

55

119

Fr

Elon College N.C.

Kersey 10

Terry Hale

56'

134

Fr

Remar 19

Kersey 14

Steve Kidwell

57'

126

Fr

Orange
Salisbury, Md

Orr 19

Kersey 8

Vince Lee

53

118

Fr

Lynchburg

So

Midlothian

LONGWOOD 73, Radford 70

<H)

TRAVEL SERVICES CLASSIC
LONGWOOD 63, Adelphi 57
Longwood 69, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 77

N

< )
(A)

LONGWOOD 72, Lincoln 60

<A)

LONGWOOD 86, Averett 48

H

< )

Kersey 21
Remar 22

Fitzgerald

Mike O Hare

510

177
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The Best and Worst of 1982
By FRED W.CAMPBELL
1982 was a lukewarm year for
the motion picture industry,
which gave us a fair amount of
pleasing cinematic glimpses as
well as an equal number of
disappointments. "E.T. - The
Extra Terrestrial" warmed the
hearts of millions, while "Blade
Runner" put thousands to sleep.
"Star Trek II The Wrath of
Halm" left us in blissful suspense
while "Porky's" brought high
school immaturity to the screen
for the slow minded movie-goer. "An Officer and a Gentleman"
helped lift Richard Gere's career
up where it belongs, while
"Annie" dropped director John
Huston to new depths. In short,
1982 had more than its share of
bad films, and in my opinion was
saved only by the Christmas reruns of "It's a Wonderful Ufe."
But even in this polarized film
year, one movie stands alone as
the worst, and one as the best of
1982.
The worst film of 1982 was
"Monsignor". The publicity for
this movie contained the quote
"Forgive me father, for I have
sinned", which seems to
foreshadow the transgressions of
director Frank Perry. Perry's
finished product is like a starving
dog, trying to decide which bowl
of food to eat first. Is the movie
about a young priests wartime
experiences, his dealings with the
Mafia, or his romance with a
young, would-be nun? Perry
doesn't seem to have an answer.
Instead, he awkwardly pushes all
three plots together and attempts
to cover his indecisiveness with
jolting scene transitions that
startle the audience.
Not all of the sins are Perry's
though. An equal, if not greater
number belong to the film's star,
Christopher Reeve, best known
for his portrayal of Superman.
Reeve's character is introduced
as a warm hearted, dedicated
young priest who, although he is
not above wrong doing, seems to
have a conscience that will make
him think twice before doing
anything illegal. However, after
the first thirty minutes of the
film, Reeve abandons this type of
characterization
for
a
performance whose ambiguity

■

and inconsistencies make it nominated for the Academy's make us believe what he is doing,
unbelievable and boring. In parts Best Actor award. If he should while the other has a star whose
of the film where the emotions of happen to receive this award, it performance, makes you cheer.
the priest could enhance the plot, will not be for the same reason as One reminds us of all the
Reeve shows only a blank in Hoffman's case. Even though
expression. His acting is very he has starred in such films as
plastic and reason enough for "Cool Hand Luke" and "The
avoiding this film.
Sting", "The Verdict"" is by far
The beat film of 1982 is "The Paul Newmans best work.
Verdict". From its very base
These two films, "Monsignor"
components to its final editing, and "The Verdict" are as
this movie is excellent in every opposite as it is possible to be.
way. David Mamet's screenplay One is the product of a spasmodic
is the best since Pinter's "The directing attempt, while the other
French Lieutenants Woman." epitomizes great directing. One
The dialogue is superb and holds has a leading actor that fails to
the attention of the audience
without cheap gags or over
worked violence. Director Sidney
Humet take this screenplay and
molds it into a fine motion
picture, in which he uses slight,
but noticeable detail to highlight
the contrast between the films,
Dr. Charles W. Scott died last
two law camps. Aiding Humet in Thursday, January 13, in a car
this task is a superior supporting accident. At 83, Dr. Scott had in
cast that includes Charlotte the earlier years of his career
Rampling, and veteran film worked closely with the
actors Jack Warden and James i/ongwood infirmary.
Mason. A particularly good
performance is given by Milo
O'Shea as a contemptable
courtroom Judge.
The real acting laurels go to the
film's star, Paul Newman. As
lawyer Frank Galvin, Newman
outshines his previous per
formances by bringing new depth
and insight to a character.
His emotional reactions run the
garnet from the bewilderment of
a man without hope to the
intensity of an attorney
NOON TO TWO
determined to win an impossible
case. Newman's acting reaches
its peak during the final
courtroom scene, when he
delivers his stirring final
summation to the jury. During
this brief segment, he promotes
the true spirit, rather than the
letter of the law.
At the 1980 Academy Awards,
Dustin Hoffman received the best
actor award for "Kramer v.s.
Kramer". At the time I could not
help but think that this
recognition was more of an
apology to Hoffman for the
Academy's failure to recognize
him for his other, more superior
films, such as "little Big Man"
and "The Graduate", in 1983,
Paul Newman is destined to be

Physician Dies
In Accident

THE PIONEER
THE "INN" PLACE

BUFFET THIS SUNDA Y
SEAFOOD NEWBURG
FRIED CHICKEN AND GRA VY
LASAGNA
GRA TED SWEET POT A TO PUDDING
BROCCOLI WITH DIVAN SAUCE
STEAMED RICE
GARDEN OR SPINACH SALAD
HOT ROLLS AND BEVERAGE

FIVE NINETY-FIVE
DANCE IN THE LOFT
ADMISSION THREE DOLLARS

a——

Lynn Piano
Yamaha Producer Series
Headphone, 4 channel mixer
and Synthesizer
SAC-60 TDK Cassettes

»2$o Whll« th.y last

ioy.oDiscount w/College /.D.
213 W. Third

disappointing films of 1982, while
while the other rises up, lending a
small hope to the patrons that
maybe it wasn't all so bad.

392-4809

JANUARY 21ST AND 22nd
' 'SOUTH BOUND'' FEA TURING SOUTHERN A ND
COUNTY ROCK

JANUAR Y 28TH AND 29TH

■'MASTER CLASS" A TOP 40 VARIETY BAND

FEBRUAR Y 4TH AND 5TH
"ROCKAFELLAS" ROCK FROM 50'S, 60'S, 70'S, 80'S

FEBRUARY 11TH AND 12TH
' CORY LANGLEY'' TOP 40 AND THEN SOME

RICE, VIRGINIA
392-8246

